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Polarity effect for exploding wires in a vacuum

G. S. Sarkisov,* P. V. Sasorov,† K. W. Struve, D. H. McDaniel, A. N. Gribov,‡ and G. M. Oleinik‡

Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185
~Received 17 April 2002; published 21 October 2002!

Experimental evidence for a strong influence of the radial electric field on energy deposition into thin metal
wires during their electrical explosion in vacuum is presented. Explosion of the metal wire with a positive
polarity when the radial electric field ‘‘pushes’’ electrons into the wire results in twice as much deposited
energy than with the negative polarity when the radial field ‘‘expels’’ electrons from the wires. Moreover, the
axial structure of the deposited energy changes. This effect can be explained by the influence of radial electric
field on electronic emission and on vapor breakdown along the wire surface.
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Investigation of the initial stage of an exploding wire
very important for modernZ-pinch physics. Impressive re
sults have recently been achieved on the high-currentZ ac-
celerator at Sandia National Laboratories using multiwire
ray loads@1,2#. It has been recognized that symmetry a
parameters of the initial plasma shell play an important r
for stability of the final stagnation and the x-ray yield. Dire
influence of the current prepulse on the x ray yields for an
wire array load on 1-MA installation was demonstrated
Ref. @3#.

Fast electrical heating of a metal wire in vacuum term
nates with vapor breakdown along the vacuum-wire interf
when a low-resistance plasma shell is formed, which res
in a voltage and energy-deposition collapse@4,5#. It is as-
sumed@4# that surface impurities, such as absorbed gases
hydrocarbons, play an important role in termination of e
ergy deposition processes. The assumption is that the he
fast-vaporizing impurities create a gas shell around the w
and that after field breakdown the current is switched fr
the wire to the ionized gas shell@6#. It has been shown@4,5#
that the explosion of wires in a high-density medium resu
in enhanced energy deposition. Recent investigations@7#
demonstrate enhanced energy deposition for wires with a
electric coating. Earlier surface breakdown leads to low
energy deposition into the wire. It has been noted in R
@5#, @8#, @9# that with a higher rate of current rise more e
ergy is deposited before surface breakdown. Explosion of
W wire with a slow current rate;20 A/ns results in wire
disintegration on a macroscale@9# due to surface breakdow
before melting, which is initiated by anomalously high ele
tron emission@5#. With a higher current rise;150 A/ns, the
wire passes through an ‘‘energy deposition barrier’’ for
and vaporizes/microdisintegrates before surface breakd
@9#. In this paper, we present experimental evidence
strong influence of the radial electric field on the value a
structure of energy deposition into the wire, and its dep
dence on the density of the surrounding medium.
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A 100-kV Maxwell 40151-B pulse generator with a 7-n
capacitor bank, with a charging voltage of 60 kV and
stored energy of 12.6 J, provides the electrical pulse to d
the wire explosions. The pulser can operate in positive~ini-
tially! and negative~after adaptation! polarity modes. Thin,
20-mm-diameter, 20-mm-long metallic wires were center
in a coaxial reverse current cap that contained four diagn
tic windows. It was located in a vacuum chamber evacua
to a pressure of;1024– 1025 Torr to prevent gas break
down. A 9-m-long 50V coaxial cable delivered the electrica
pulse from the generator to the wire. A diagram of t
vacuum chamber with a coaxial target unit is shown
Fig. 1.

The experimental setup functions in the fast rise-tim
mode with a current rate of 150 A/ns into a short circ
~;3-kA maximum!, and a voltage rate of 12 kV/ns in a
open circuit~;120-kV maximum!. The downstream curren
through the wire was measured with a 2-GHz bandwid
0.1-V coaxial-shunt resistor. The anode-ground voltage w

:

,

FIG. 1. Vacuum chamber with coaxial target unit.
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FIG. 2. Laser shadowgrams at 1ms after voltage maximum~a!,~c! and time-integrated open-shutter images~b!,~d! of a fast-exploding
20-mm Ti wire with a positive~a!,~b! and negative~c!,~d! polarity pulse. The anode is on the right for~a!,~b! and on the left for~c!,~d!.
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measured with a V dot~capacitive divider for measuremen
of dV/dt). A Si PIN-diode with a 1-ns rise time monitore
the power of light emission from the exploding wire. Ope
shutter time-integrated charge-coupled device images of
exploding wire allow monitoring the two-dimensional stru
ture of the deposited energy in a visible light wavelength
stimulated Brillouin scattering~SBS!-compressed Nd:YAG
~yttrium aluminum garnet! Q-switch laser~EKSPLA SL 312!
with 120 mJ of energy at 532 nm and with a 150-ps pu
duration was used for shadowgraphy of the exploding w
All electrical wave forms were captured with a four-chann
1-GHz digital scope, Tektronix TDS 684C.

Figure 2 shows laser shadowgrams at 1ms after voltage
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maximum@Figs. 2~a!, 2~c!# and complementary open-shutt
images@Figs. 2~b!, 2~d!# of fast exploding 20-mm-diameter
and 2-cm-long Ti wires with positive@Figs. 2~a!, 2~b!# and
negative@Figs. 2~c!, 2~d!# polarities. In the positive-polarity
explosion, we see a conical structure of the deposited ene
which grows from cathode to anode@Fig. 2~a!#. In the
negative-polarity explosion, we see enhanced energy dep
tion near the anode and cathode, and very poor depositio
the central part of the wire@Fig. 2~c!#. The open-shutter im-
ages demonstrate the same energy deposition as the c
sponding laser shadowgrams. The current, voltage, and
emission wave forms for positive- and negative-polarity e
plosions are presented in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!. The maximum
-
t

FIG. 3. Current, voltage, and
light emission wave forms for ex-
plosion in vacuum of 20-mm Ti
wires with positive~a! and nega-
tive ~b! polarity. The evolution of
electrical power and deposited en
ergy ~c!, and large time-scale ligh
emission~d!.
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cathode-anode electric field is 34 kV/cm for plus and
kV/cm for the minus polarity. Electrical measurements giv
maximum power of 61 MW for plus and 45 MW for th
minus polarity@Fig. 3~c!#. The average value of deposite
energy was 5.9 eV/atom for plus and 3.4 eV/atom for min
@Fig. 3~c!#. The power of the first peak of the light emissio
which is related to vapor ionization, was 450 W for positi
polarity and 140 W for negative. The long-time behavior
the light emission is presented in Fig. 3~d!. The positive-
polarity explosion demonstrates slow increasing of radiat
in 300 ns up to 550 W against of 100 W for negative on
This secondary radiation related with expanding hot mic
particles and will be discussed in detail in our next pape

The structure of deposited energy for explosions in ai
1 atm pressure is identical for positive- and negative-pola
cases. Laser shadowgrams at 1ms after the voltage maxi
mum for a fast-exploding 20-mm Ti wire using positive- and
negative-polarity pulses are presented in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!.
In both cases the wires explode absolutely homogeneo
along the axis. Electrical measurements show similarities
tween these two explosions. The maximum power was
MW for plus and 44 MW for minus. The maximum cathod
anode electric field was 36 kV/cm for plus and 35 kV/cm f
minus. The deposited energy up to the maximum voltage
7.5 eV/atom for plus and 8.1 eV/atom for minus. It is inte
esting to point out one important feature of the fa
exploding experiments in air. In this regime no shunti
breakdown occurs, as it does in the vacuum explosion.
wire expands homogeneously without separation o
a low-density/low-resistive plasma shell and a high-dens
high-resistive cold core. This is a very useful explosion
gime for the investigation of the metal resistivity.

Figure 5 demonstrates polarity effect for 20mm Al wires.
The conical energy deposition for positive polarity explosi
on Fig. 5~a! is not as strong as for Ti wire on Fig. 2~a! but
still observable. As for Ti wire, the energy deposition for
is increasing to the anode. For negative polarity explos
@Fig. 5~b!# we see enhanced energy deposition under an
and cathode and relatively poor deposition at the central

FIG. 4. Laser shadowgrams at 1ms after voltage maximum for
an air-exploded 20-mm Ti wire using a positive~a! and negative~b!
polarity pulse.
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of the wire as in Fig. 2~b!. This effect is also not as strong a
for Ti but still visible. The energy deposition before brea
down for positive explosion is;7.2 eV/atom, for negative
explosion it is;5.4 eV/atom. The maximum cathode-ano
electric field is 29 kV/cm for positive polarity and 20 kV/cm
for negative. The power of the first peak of the light emissi
was 780 W for positive polarity and 380 W for negative. T
maximum of electrical power is 60 MW for the plus and 5
MW for the minus polarity.

We observe the polarity effect for the fast explosion
vacuum for all nine metals tested in our experiments~Ag, Al,
Cu, Au, Ni, Ti, Pt, Mo, W!. The ratio of total deposited
energy for positive and negative explosions vs atomizat
enthalpy of tested metals is presented in Fig. 6. All wires h
the same 20mm diameter and 20 mm length. Substanc
with higher enthalpy of atomization demonstrate a larger d
ference in absorbed energies before surface breakdown.
biggest difference we observe is for Ti wire, which has t
highest resistivity among tested metals.

FIG. 5. Shadowgrams of exploding 20mm Al wires for positive
polarity ~a! at moment 190 ns and for negative polarity~b! at mo-
ment 290 ns after voltage maximum.

FIG. 6. Ratio of deposited energy for positive and negative
larity explosions vs atomization enthalpy for different substance
3-3
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Increasing the wire diameter results in decreasing the
fect of axial inhomogeneity of energy deposition for all su
stances and explosion modes. But in any case energy d
sition for positive-polarity explosions is higher than f
negative ones.

Figure 7 demonstrates shadowgrams of the under-an
part of the extending 20mm W wires at 1ms after voltage
maximum for three different shapes of the wire holder
positive polarity explosion. It is obvious that the shape of
high-potential wire holder influences the axial structure
wire expansion.

In our experiments, we can neglect by radial inhomo
neity of the current due to skin effect because of the sm
wire diameter. Before surface-breakdown current fl
through the wire and deposition of the Joule energy is hom
geneous along the wire length. All axial inhomogeneity
energy deposition appears during the surface-breakd
phase. Our experimental data gives evidence for the di
influence of the radial electric field on the value and struct
of the energy deposition.

Now we will proceed to estimate the radial electric fie
and the value of the electric current carried by the elect
beam. In accordance with Gauss theorem, the radial ele
field in the vicinity of the fine wire is proportional to 1/r ,
wherer is the radius. For a radial electric field we may wri
Er52q(z)/r , whereq(z) is the electric charge of the wir
per unit length. IntegratingEr over r we obtain U
'2q(z)ln(Rex/r w), whereU is the cathode-anode voltag
Rex is the radius of the external return current cap, andr w is
the radius of the wire. Thus we may write

Er~r w ,z!5kw~z!•U/@r w• ln~Rex/r w!#, ~1!

wherekw(z) is the form factor of chamber geometry, wit
w(z)being normalized so that max$w(z)%51. The coeffi-
cientk should be on the order of 1. The factorkw(z) can be
obtained by numerical simulation of the electrostatic field
the coaxial target unit. We use herek51 to estimate the
order of magnitude of theEr . For our experimental geom
etry (Rex53.4 cm,l z52 cm) with a 20-mm-diameter wire
and with a 50-kV anode-cathode resistive voltage the a
electric fieldEz5U/ l z is of 33104 V/cm and the radial field
Er is of order 107 V/cm. Thus the axial electric field in wire
vicinity is of about 0.1% of the radial field. The estimate
value ofEr significantly exceeds the threshold for field em
sion (105– 106 V/cm).

FIG. 7. Typical shadowgrams of the under-anode part of
extending 20mm W wires at 1ms after voltage maximum for posi
tive polarity explosion and for three different shapes of the an
wire holder head: spherical~a!, cone~b! and planar~c!.
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For a positive-polarity explosion, the radial electric fie
Er will create an external potential barrier for electron
emission from the wire surface. This potential barrier ha
maximum value at the anode and drops linearly to alm
zero at the cathode. With these conditions, a hot wire st
thermoelectric emission at the cathode. The emitted elect
start ionization of the ambient vapor, which causes switch
of the current from the wire to the plasma shell. The ioniz
tion shunting propagates as an electron-avalanche wave
the surrounding vapor in the direction of the anode with
velocity ;33108 cm/s. In this case we observe a conic
structure of the wire expansion@Fig. 2~a!# due to the increase
in the energy deposition in the direction of the anode. T
value of the deposited energy at the anode for refract
metals may be several times greater than at the cathode.
high-voltage anode wire holder introduces disturbance
value of radial electric field. In this case the structure of t
external potential barrier near the anode will depend on
geometry of the wire holder, as in Fig. 7.

For negative-polarity explosions, the radial electric fie
decreases the potential barrier for electrons at the me
vacuum interface, which stimulates earlier surface bre
down than in the positive case. The electrons emitted by
hot wire surface move mainly under action of the radial el
tric 2q/r and azimuthal magnetic 2I /cr fields. For a suffi-
ciently high voltage, the radial amplitude of the cyclotro
motionr max of the emitted electron may be larger than rad
of the wire r w . In this case ‘‘magnetic insulation’’ does no
prevent surface breakdown and rejection of all current fr
the wire to the plasma shell. The value of cyclotron moti
r max can be easily obtained by analytically using conser
tion of axial momentum and total electron energy:

r max5r w exp~2a!

[r w expS 2
qmc4

eI2 D
>r w expS 2~Zc!2

mec
2

eU

w~z!

2 ln~Rex/r w! D , ~2!

whereZ is the electrical resistance of the wire. The formu
~2! is relevant forU,0 only, with a.0. In the practical
units we havea5Z(V)/@7I (kA)ln(Rex/r w)#. Thus for the
20-mm-diameter Ti wire, we havea'0.96 just before the
moment of expansion at the negative polarity andr max
'7rw .

When the temperature of the wire surface becomes s
ciently high to support an appropriate rate of electron em
sion, the cloud of emitted electrons becomes dense enoug
screen the wire surface from the radial electric field. T
effect leads to saturation of the electric current, which can
transported by the beam of emitted electrons. Estimate
maximum electron density and saturated electric currentI sat
in vacuum surrounding the wire show thatI sat/I;(cq/I )2

>$w(z)cZ/@2 ln(Rex/r w)#%2. For our experimental condi
tions theI sat/I is of 1–2%. This current can lead to depos
tion of about 1–2% of the total energy into a th
(;1023 mm) surface layer and hence to early initiation

e

e
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POLARITY EFFECT FOR EXPLODING WIRES IN A VACUUM PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 046413 ~2002!
extensive ion emission from the wire surface. Thereafter,
saturated electron beam current grows because ions com
sate the space charge of the electron beam. This
amplifying process can result in breakdown along the w
surface. Also the electron beam can start ionizing the m
vapor surrounding the hot wire. The electron beam picks
energy for ionization owing to their motion in electric fie
and in particular owing to their drift to anode. Thus for
negative-polarity explosion the thermofield electron emiss
may provoke earlier breakdown along the wire surface. T
results in a smaller energy deposition for negative-pola
explosions than for positive ones. It is very important that
radial electric field that expels the electrons from the wire
the negative polarity should be suppressed near the ma
high-conductivity electrodes because of their screening
tion. Hence the intensity of the electron beam should be s
pressed near the electrodes and should lead to enhance
ergy deposition before surface breakdown~Figs. 2~c! and
2~d!!.

For explosions in air~Fig. 5! the emitted electrons canno
ionize the surrounding gas because of its high dens
(;1019 cm23). For this case a shunting, low-resistan
plasma shell is absent and wires explode homogeneo
along the length. The wire starts expanding because the
ternal gas kinetic pressure exceeds the pressure of the
netic field.

It is well known that refractory metals are more power
electronic emitters than nonrefractory. This is the reason w
polarity effect is stronger for refractory metals~Fig. 2! and
weaker for nonrefractory~Fig. 5!.

According to formula~2! the parametera is proportional
to Z andr w

22. The saturated current of electron beamI sat/I is
proportional toZ2 and rw

24. This means that the degree
which the magnetic insulation overcomes the saturated b
current depends strongly on diameter of the wire. Thus,
polarity effect should be much weaker for wires with larg
diameters, as seen in the experiment.

To make a reasonable estimate of the electric field st
ture in the wire vicinity the computer electrostatic simulati
has been done taking into account experimental geometr
the coaxial target unit in Fig. 1. A 2D electrostatic code, th
is a modified version of the code described in Ref.@10#, is
used. Why can we use electrostatic simulation for estima
of the electric field structure in ns time-scale explosions? T
typical size of electrodes, which surround wire, is about 3
and time of flight for light between electrodes equalsDt
50.1ns. The quasistationary field distribution will tak
place in the system after certainDt, which is roughly 1 ns.
The duration of the quasistationary process is determined
the inductance of cavity with wire (;50 nH) and sum of
wire resistance (1 – 100V) and wave resistance of cab
(50 V). This value is about 0.5–1 ns. Both of these eva
ations are about 1 ns. Because the typical rise time for
rent and voltage before the surface breakdown is 10–15
we can conclude that electrostatic simulation for elec
field is correct enough for our processes. Taking into acco
the wave or/and quasistationary processes will increase
value of radial electric field.
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The simulation has been performed for resistive wire w
200 mm diameter and 2 cm length. The large wire diame
was used to avoid an enormously tight numerical grid
achieve reasonable accuracy of the simulation. Figure 8
sents the axially symmetric equipotential surfaces of elec
field for the positive polarity explosion. The symmetry ax
is shown in Fig. 8 by the dashed-dotted line. We can see
equipotential lines become concentrated under the an
which causes growth of the radial electric field in that are

At the cathode the radial field can even change its dir
tion. Figure 9 presents the distribution of the radial elect
field along the 20mm wire surface. Far from the wire holder
the radial field increases almost linearly from the cathode
the anode. Radial electric field in a wire vicinity can be a
proximated by the formula~1! assuming thatr w- is radius,
k'0.53 andwith w(z) normalized form factor. The radia

FIG. 8. The structures of equipotential lines of electric fie
simulated for coaxial target unit geometry on Fig. 1. The catho
anode voltage was V0.

FIG. 9. Distribution of the relative radial electric field along th
20 mm wire surface. The axial field is a constant and equals V0/L.
Arrows shows features on shadowgram of expanding 20mm W
wire at 1 ms, which is corresponding to ‘‘edge effects’’ feature
radial electric field structure.
3-5
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SARKISOV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 046413 ~2002!
field starts to drop after 3 mm from the high-potential ano
The fragment of the shadowgram of exploding 20mm W
wire on Fig. 9 demonstrates the same under-anode fea
The higher the value of the radial field the stronger the w
overheating. A more remarkable observation can be mad
the low-potential cathode. The position of the minimum
the radial electric field does not coincide with the catho
but is displaced to the anode; 0.5 mm. In that region the
radial electric field has a sign other than that for the res
the wire. In this case the electronic emission and va
breakdown should start from the position of the local mi
mum field. Exactly the same situation can be observed at
low-potential cathode part for exploding W wire in Fig.
The minimum wire expansion is displaced 0.6 mm from t
cathode, which means that shunting breakdown starts fir
that position. Thus, we can see that behavior of the ra
field determines the axial structure of wire overheating.

For negative polarity explosion the high radial elect
field accelerates electronic emission from the wire surf
due to lowering of the potential barrier. The region with
smaller field becomes more overheated than the region
a higher field. Such peculiarities of radial field distributio
along the wire result in weak energy deposition at the cen
part of the wire and enhanced at the cathode and anode,
Figs. 2~c! and 2~d!.

We can see from Fig. 9 that the low-field region is mo
extended under the low-potential wire holder than under
high potential. It explains the asymmetry in energy depo
l
8)
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tion on Figs. 2~c! and 2~d! for the low-potential anode and
the high-potential cathode.

It is obvious that the shape of the wire holders plays
important role in the topology of disturbance of the elect
field. These different ‘‘edge effects’’ give different overhea
ing on exploding wires, as we see in Fig. 7. We will skip th
analysis in our paper because it is too obvious.

In conclusion, we reveal a strong influence of the rad
electric field on the value and structure of the deposited
ergy into thin metal wires during their fast electrical expl
sion into vacuum. This effect can be explained by the infl
ence of electron emission in forming a plasma sh
generating an electron beam along the wire, and axial pro
gation of a breakdown-shunting wave. The ‘‘polarity effec
allows better understanding and control of processes lea
to creation of a plasma shell and its symmetry, which is v
important for modern multiwire arrayZ-pinch experiments.
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